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My history with the legal 
system and behavior 
analysis has been as an 
expert witness and never as 
a defendant



Court Cases

United States

United States Supreme Court 1

United States Federal Court 16

State Court 6

State criminal  1

State Circuit Court 1

Family Court 1

Due Process 3

Canada

Provincial Supreme Court 2

Family Court 1
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The Stakes in Damage Suits



To avoid lawsuits know 
the difference between 

science and ideology 



Avoid persons who appear 
to be Factose Intolerant 







Why ABA is not a Fad

Chapter by Foxx  in Controversial Therapies for Autism and 
Intellectual Disabilities ( Foxx and Mulick 2016).  





We may not be a fad but 
proponents of fads like to 
portray us as Social 
Darwinists





Why would a BCBA 
endorse or use a fad?



They want to fit in

� Many people and agencies value collegiality over 
competence

� Personal accounts and testimonials are valued more 
than scientific data

� They rely on agreement with nonscientific authority 
figures

� Desire to be politically correct

� Federal educational agencies accept and support 
dubious practices and process over outcomes 

� Strongly disagree with someone with little or no 
scientific training and he/she is likely to think of you as 
insensitive, immoral, and possibly evil.



They can be verbally seduced

THE PASSION FOR ABSTRACTION”
Jerome Kagan

GRAND TERM THAT FAILS TO SPECIFY THE CONTEXT IN 
WHICH THE TERM IS USED

THE LESS PRECISE A WORD THE GREATER ITS 
ACCEPTANCE AS A DESCRIPTOR



Their pathology

� Integrity deficit disorder

� Situationist

� Behavioral chameleon 

� Behavioral Opportunist 

� They knowingly pursue the perpetuation of ineffective 
practices that are lucrative 



They are certified in behavior analysis 
but not in the analysis of treatment 
practices 

� They have a disinterest in science and empirical validation

� They adhere to outmoded methods that have been disconfirmed since 
their graduate training

� They fail to consult the ever expanding research base of our discipline 
in order to improve their own practices

� They fail to differentiate between progressive philosophy  and 
indications of intervention effectiveness

� They focus on values in clinical/educational decision making and 
ignore contraindications of effectiveness of specific interventions



They are certified in behavior analysis 
but not in the analysis of treatment 
practices

They have no true skills, training or background to 
determine if there is valid research support for a practice

They believe a claim that contains scientific terms even 
when it is not actually based on findings from relevant 
scientific research

They cannot discern inadequate research designs



To avoid lawsuits always 
engage in ethical practices 
and behavior



To avoid lawsuits do not practice or 
have a professional relationship with 
anyone whom you believe might be a 
case history in a book entitled:

The TREATMENT  OF  INDIVIDUALS 
WITH  MORAL  IMPAIRMENTS



Trial

A formal examination of evidence 
before a judge, and typically before a 
jury, in order to decide guilt in a case of 
criminal or civil proceedings.



The Litigation Process

1. Assignment of your counsel you cannot assume 
knowledge.

2. “Discovery” Interrogatories and Depositions 

3.     Trial“Why do you think they call it a trial?”

4. Isolated mishap- Foreseeable- Pattern

5. The Need to Plan Ahead 



Some Good News
The law versus Ideology

Tiryak 2005



The Federal Courts and Science 

Only someone who qualifies as an expert 

witness can testify on matters involving 

scientific, technical, or other specialized

knowledge



A witness qualifies as an expert by 

knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education

and may testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise, 

1)  If the testimony is based upon sufficient facts or data, 

and the product of reliable principles and methods

2) the witness has applied the principles and methods 

reliably to the facts of the case Rule 702, 28 U.S.C



Daubert Decision 
No More Junk Science



Before the Daubert Decision some Expert 
Witnessing could be characterized as 

ACCEPTA   PECUNARIA   QUISQUE   ADVOCATA or 

Any Position for a Price 



Daubert Decision Outcomes

Judge decides ahead of time whether expert can testify 
before jury

Importance of peer review and publication

Science not ideology triumphs 

The law is data driven



So why are we so vulnerable?

� The Gotcha Culture fueled by social media

� What we do is observable 

� What we do is documented

� Because we are the dominant educational and 
treatment intervention for a population, autism, that is 
expanding exponentially 

� When we focus on process rather than outcomes 

� Yesterday’s treatment is today’s atrocity 



Proactive efforts that will help 
your sleep at night

1. HAVE EXPECTATIONS OF SUCCESS

2. HAVE SYSTEMS TO REVIEW DATA WHICH YOU 
COLLECT

3. HAVE A PLAN TO DEAL WITH LITIGATION

4. SAFETY VERSUS RIGHTS

5. MAKE SURE NEW TECHNIQUES HAVE SUPPORT 
IN THE LITERATURE

Edmond A. Tiryak 1996



Avoid Treatment Provision Errors 
(O’Donohue, 1997)

Recognize that one’s current beliefs, despite their 
attractiveness, may be wrong.

False descriptive statements: We may claim, for example, that an 
adolescent never spoke of suicide in the previous week when in fact he 
did so four times.

False causal statements: We may believe that our client’s aggression is  
attention-seeking when in fact it is escape-motivated.

False ontological statements: We can believe that things exist when in 
fact they do not. For example, we may believe that a child with severe 
intellectual disabilities has well-developed, but hidden language skills 
revealed through facilitated communication when in fact she does not.



Avoid Treatment Provision Errors 

False relational claims: We may believe that procedure A 
usually results in a greater reduction in self-injurious behavior 
than procedure B when this is untrue.

False predictions: We may predict that an inclusive classroom 
placement will result in positive social benefits for a given 
child, but it actually leads to teasing and isolation for this 
person.

False professional ethical claims: We can believe that it is 
ethically permissible to impose certain restrictions on a client 
without informed consent when it is actually wrong. 
Alternatively, we may give a client excessive latitude in 
making choices beyond his or her ability, some of which can 
result in serious harm to the client or others.  



Have your professional practice be governed by the 
following considerations (O’Donohue (1997) 

Accept the general attitude that we may be wrong.

Find out if our beliefs are consistent with scientific literature.

Seek criticism from peers, especially peers who have greater relevant 
scientific expertise. Ask our critics what their criticisms are and 

listen to them non defensively.

Conduct our practices in such a way as to gain frequent feedback about our 
decisions and actions, through peer reviews, client satisfaction 
surveys, social validity interviews, program evaluations, long-term 
client follow-ups, and experimental research.

Give criticism to others, including those who are failing ethically and fulfill 
a duty to the public by criticizing unsound practices and services.



Recognize the Traits of Bad Therapy ( 
Singer and Lalich, 1996)

1. Inadequate history taken at the outset.

2. No diagnosis or ill-formed, incorrect diagnosis

3. Lack of formulation or conceptualization of the problem 
and how to proceed.

4. No goals, no treatment plan, or inappropriate treatment 
plan.

5. Unclear roles or boundaries, including self revelations and 
seductive or sexual remarks.

6. No appreciation of discrepancy in power.

7. Dependency fostered.

8. Therapeutic techniques mismanaged or inappropriate 
techniques used.



Bad Therapy

9. No rational theoretical connection between the   
practices and the goal of treatment.

10. Confidentiality violated, including telling client about 
others and/or telling others about client

11. Objectivity and professionalism lost, including 
becoming sexually or otherwise involved.

12. Failure to monitor progress



Cases: Intellectual Disabilities 

I was expert witness for parents in each case and 
each was decided in the parents favor

Beating- Other Client 

Fire-Death

Beating-Staff Member

Restraint-Death

Drowning 



CASES: Autism

Inclusion 

Early Intervention

One to one

Right to ABA services 

Custody Case

Classroom Abuse

� Expert for school district

� Expert for multiple parents

� Expert for school district

� Expert for multiple parents

� Expert for parent

� Expert for accused teacher



Custody Case

Child with autism flourishing in Residential 
treatment center for 26 months that 
emphasized behavior analysis 

Parent with custody actively conducted B.A. 
Programs and pays for all services.

Parent without custody wants child returned 
to another country and former programs. 



Proposed Program

1. Special Education at a center that formerly practiced 
facilitated communication with the child.

2. Sensory integration

3. Sensory integration with music therapy. 



Opposing Autism Expert is Nonbehavioral uses 
ideological “Buzz Words” and has concerns about:

1. Child’s Current Behavioral Program

A. Too Mechanical and Ecologically 
Questionable

B. Considerable Emphasis on Controlling     
inappropriate behavior

C. Consistent with the philosophy of emphasizing behavior 
control



Other Major Concerns

A. Failure to consider whole person

B. Working on child’s weaknesses rather than strengths

C. Mourning the loss of ……..(Per Greenspan)

D. Stress on child



Judge ruled that child 
should remain in ABA 
program with parent who 
has custody



Classroom Abuse in a Pre K 
classroom

Teacher 20 years experience in behavior analysis. Well 
respected, takes courses & workshops.

Differences in educational philosophy between teacher 
and speech therapist

Speech therapist- children first 

Aide- Overwhelmed



ABA Intervention Becomes an Atrocity

Slapped table become slapped hands “Me Book”

Feeding problems with textures becomes feeding vomitus 

Accused physical abuse becomes sexual abuse

Teacher Criminally charged 

Civil case brought by multiple parents



Issues

Expert witness for prosecution “behavior 
analyst”from good behavior analytic Ph.D. 
program but not an  ABA-I member

Teacher had good data & records

Prosecution experts ideology 



Both criminal and civil 
cases were dismissed



Caveats

� Don’t fall in love with an intervention

� Don’t let money drive your decision making

� View a situation rationally and not ideologically

� A change in a definition can be a problem 

� If you note a serious behavior anywhere in the 
individual’s record make sure you have a written 
treatment  program for it 



Caveats

� Financial consequences of the outcome being death vs
permanent injury

� The Grocery Store test

� You can have your own opinion but not your own facts 

� Listen to the little voice in your head

� Give yourself your own advice



Caveats

Different roles of scientist and clinician/educator

The aim of the scientist is to understand.

The aim of the clinician/educator is to treat/educate

Often impossible to be both at same time

Unless you are a scientist always take the role 
of the clinician/educator



You are now in a case as 
either an expert witness or 
defendant



Being Deposed

� Attorneys love it when you educate them

� Attorneys love to ask open ended questions

� It is like a chess game and you need to think like a 
chess master

� Avoid being herded into a boxed cannon

� Obsessively review the transcript of your deposition 

� Definitions are your friend



Testifying in Court

You look brilliant when your attorney is questioning you

It is not a pleasant experience

Cross examination is usually a very unpleasant experience 

Lawyer tactics to make you defensive

Definitions are your friend



Deposition responses versus 
courtroom responses 

� “ You said this in your deposition in answer to this 
question but now you are not giving a different answer. 
Which answer is correct and the truth”

� People get savvy the more times they have been 
deposed on the same issue or case. 



Expert witness considerations

You take cases from both sides and are not a hired gun for just 
one group or issue which will enhance your standing with all 
sides

It is strictly business, nothing personal

Whoever contacts you first has the best case

You will have friends and colleagues who are experts for the 
other side

Observe rather than simply read documents

You will have experts for the other side who you don’t respect 



Winning

� Being a successful and ethical expert witness is wanting 
to win the case not just collect a fee

� Being a successful expert witness requires that you like 
to  win and recognize that the nice thing about a trial is 
that there is usually a clear winner and loser.

� It is a great feeling to win a case for a deserving client, 
debunking an opposing expert who is a hired gun or 
proponent of ideological approaches 

� You will learn to write clearly and do a lot of 
background research and literature reviews



In Closing .....



Never Forget that….

The greatest problem of communication 

is the illusion that it has been 

accomplished

George Bernard Shaw



If you ever do have legal 
encounters may they all 
be as an expert witness 
and not as a Defendant 



THANK YOU 
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